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iFortress’ iTX™ Overview

iTX™: Redefining the data center

Our interpretation of the data center is evolving from that of a passive depository to a 

synergistic hub where all of the pieces of information and technology converge, and where all mission critical 

elements essential to business survival are in motion…..not just a data center but an information technology 

exchange (iTX). This new entity requires a mission critical solution (iTX) that not only contains, protects and 

facilitates your data processing, but also adapts to your every move.

iFortress’ iTX Solution

The highest performing, most reliable, efficient and secure mission critical solution available

iFortress, an innovation leader, in partnership with 

industry leaders has engineered and delivered iFortress’ iTX, a 

flexible, location independent, and mission critical data center 

solution. This fully engineered, rack or server ready appliance 

has an intuitive architectural design that is fully configurable to 

satisfy your current IT requirements and infinitely adaptable to 

the growing needs of your business. Using iFortress interlocking 

panel technology and pre-engineered turnkey solutions, 

iFortress’ iTX can be assembled – and operational – in a fraction 

of the time of a traditional data center. It is engineered to 

withstand extreme weather, fire, dirt and dust, contaminants, 

unauthorized entry and other threats to the integrity of your data. 

And because the iTX is not limited by size, shape or location, it 

can be placed virtually anywhere from inside an existing facility 

or warehouse to outside in a parking lot, on a rooftop or a 

brownfield site. 



iFortress’ iShelter iTX™

For outdoor and large area locations

that can be accessed by trucks

For indoor applications where space is at a

premium or where access is difficult

iFortress’ xSite iTX™iFortress’ xSite iTX™

Suited for exterior or brownfield locations/installations, the iShelter is 
pre-configured at an off-site facility as a series of interlocking “Decks” 
that are shipped to your location and sequentially secured together to 
create a united assembly.

The xSite iTX is designed for interior office or warehouse environments, 
rooftops, parking lots and Underground Engineered Facilities (UEFs) such 
as caves and mines. All materials, parts and equipment are shipped 
separately to the site in a pre-planned order and assembled according to 
a pre-determined schedule.

Custom Built Application Options 
Location and accessibility dictates which iTX application applies: 



The eLocation Alternative
In-house or enterprise data centers can be costly. Outsourcing  or 
co-location can distance you from your IT operations. With 
iFortress’ iTX, iFortress is offering a third option. eLocation lets you 
run your IT operation as an outsourced on-premise solution. 
Providing that you have room within or near your facility, iFortress 
can lease space from you, erect an iTX to meet your needs and 
specifications, then manage and maintain that iTX for you. Find out 
how you can become an iFortress eLocation candidate. Contact 
iFortress at sales@ifortress.com or 973.812.6400, ext. 308

The Next Generation iTX
Meeting the demand for mission critical solutions is an iFortress imperative. iFortress’ iTX is the culmination of 
an effort by iFortress, in partnership with industry leading manufacturing and design companies, to engineer an 
adaptive, scalable, secure and efficient data center concept that is backed by iFortress‘ customer service 
quality assurance. iFortress has multiple purchase and lease options available for iFortress’ iTX. 

In addition to unparalleled physical and structural security and virtually unlimited flexibility, there are 

built-in benefits that iFortress’ iTX brings to your bottom line.

Win-Win for CIO and CFO

With inherent speed and scalability, operating efficiencies, fiscal and security benefits
iFortress’ iTX is the next generation mission critical solution
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No New Property Tax

In the Plus Column

Market Value

Nothing Left Behind 

Less Downtime

Purchased or leased as a single process appliance, 
iFortress’ iTX will typically not increase property taxes.

As a company asset, iFortress’ iTX can be depreciated 
more rapidly than conventional construction.

iFortress’ iTX can be relocated or become 
a recoverable asset.

Choosing iFortress’ iTX solution eliminates the potential 
of obsolete, fully depreciated buildings still on the books.

Engineered to withstand natural and man-made assults, 
iFortress’ iTX shifts the cost from expensive disaster 
recovery to an investment in disaster prevention.

Faster Uptime
Because iFortress’ iTX is easily assembled and pre-
engineered, time to “go-live” is greatly expedited.


